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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS AND
THE COMPLEX MONGE-AMPÈRE EQUATION

IN STRICTLY CONVEX DOMAINS

NANCY K. STANTON1

Abstract. We prove a relationship between Aïzenberg's integral representa-

tion formula for holomorphic functions in a strictly convex domain and the

complex Monge-Ampère equation.

Let ñ be a bounded strictly convex domain in C, zz > 1, with a smooth

boundary. Let r be a 6°° defining function for fi, so Q = {z: r(z) < 0} and

dr^Oon bQ. If z G fl and f G Zzfi then 5>,(0(?, - z¡) =z= 0, since fi lies on

one side of the tangent space to ¿zñ at f. Here r( = 3z-/3z,, rr = dr/dz¡, etc.

Aïzenberg [2] proved that if / is holomorphic on ß and continuous on Í2,

one has the following integral representation formula for/:

^_i_Lrr-n(«-')(«-2)/2r /(wnA(33/-(n)B~'    m
**>  la*;* l> Jén  (2,(na-,,.))»    •   (1)

(This way of writing the formula is due to Norguet [4, Theorem 11].) The

expression

m,).*tt)A(*(t)r' <2)
(2r,tt)({•" 7,))"

is an example of a Cauchy-Fantappiè form [4].

Let J(r) denote the Levi determinant,

J{r) = (-l)"det
rrJ

r- r-

Theorem 1. Let do denote the induced volume element on bÜ. Then formula

(1) can be rewritten as

f(z) = ( nc-ix-2)/2(H-i)! r   i(n(j(r))(ndo(n      (
«a  ^i-HOKs^na-^))""

Remark. If the numerator of Kr is expanded as a linear combination of the

dÇi and */£,., then for f G ¿zfl, the coefficients are certain minors of J(r) [2].

Proof of Theorem 1. pie restriction of the form dr A (33r)"_1 to bÙ is a

multiple of do, i*(dr /\ (ddr)""x) = gdo, where z: ¿>ß -+ C is inclusion. Since

(dr/\dr\) /\ do is the Euclidean volume element dv at points of bil,
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(dr/\dr\) A (oV A (33VT1) = (*r/\dr\) A 3r A (dor)"-1 = g<fc.

Let /x be the 2/i form \i = J(r)dv. We will show that oV A 9r A (99r)"_1 =

(2/)> - iy.fi. Then g = (((2i)"(n - l)\)/\dr\)J(r) and formula (3) follows
from (1). Fix f0 G bü and let \p be a biholomorphic map defined in a
neighborhood of f 0. Since */> is biholomorphic,

t¿*(9> A 9/" A (99r)n-') = 9(r ° ,/,) A 9(' ° *) A (33> o *))-\

A simple calculation shows that /(r ° t//)(f ) = |(9^/9z)(0|V(r)(»//(f )). Hence,

t^*(u(tp(f))) = (/(/• ° ^)ao)(f). Thus, it suffices to show that, for an ap-

propriate choice of \p with \p(^0) = ?0,

(9(r » xh) A 9(r » *) A (99(r » V))"-')(f0)

= (2/T(/! - l)!/(r o i/OttoWU (4)

We can choose >// so that (/• ° ^-(fo) = 0 for 1 < /' < n - 1, (r ° t^L/fo) = a

=í= 0 and (r ° *p)ij(!>o) — \SU for 1 < i,j < n - 1. Then the left-hand side of

(4) is

M^CACaT^ A,.#,.Aa£

Since J(r ° Mf0) = (- l)n~x\a\2Xx • • • \,_„ (4) holds.

Corollary 2. Le/ r be a defining function for Ü which is an approximate

solution to the Monge-Ampère equation, i.e., J(r) = 1 + 0(r2). Then if f is

holomorphic on Ü and continuous on Ü,

f(z) = (    nc-i)0.-2)/2(»- 1)!  f /(f)<**(f)

■""   J*° |*tt)|Ct>,tt Xi,-*,))"'
By Fefferman's work on the Monge-Ampère equation [3], we can always

find such an r and it is uniquely determined through first order along bü.

Approximate solutions to the Monge-Ampère equation are closely related to

the geometry of bü [3].

Although making such a choice of r simplifies formula (3), the kernel Kr

turns out to be independent of the choice of r.

Theorem 3. Let r and r' be defining functions for Ü and let i: M2 —» C be the

inclusion map. Then i*Kr($, z) = i*Kr.($, z).

Proof. There is a function h which does not vanish on bü such that

/•' = hr. On bü, dr' = hdr and 33V = hddr + dh /\dr + dr /\dh. Hence, on

bÜ,

9/ A(99>T-1 = A"3r A(99>)"~' + v/\Br/\dr

where v is a 2/j - 3 form. Since dr f\dr ■= dr f\ dr, i*(v A 9r A dr) = 0.
Thus   i*(dr' A (33/0""') = hni*(dr A (33/-)"-1).   Since   S^ÍXÍ/ - *<) =
A(f)2r,(f X?/ - */)   for   f G ¿>B,   it   follows   from   (2)   that  CKtf, z) =

, n-l

= - (-2i)"(n - l)l\a\2Xx ■ ■ ■ \_xdv.
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Remark. It follows immediately from Corollary 2 and Theorem 3 that if

one writes Alzenberg's kernel as (//(f, z)/(<P(f, z))")do(Ç), where H($, z) =

cJ(r)($)/\dr(Ç)\ and 4>(f, z) = 2r,(0(í, - *,), then tftf, z) * 0 for ? G bQ.
In strictly pseudoconvex domains, Henkin's kernels can also be written in the

form (//(f, z)/(d>(f, z))")do(Ç ) for certain functions // and O. In this case, it

is still true that H(Ç, f ) =?= 0 for f G ¿zß [1]. However, the proof is quite

difficult because H is not given by an explicit formula.
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